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Dear shakuhachi friends,
Here we go one more time with a fresh number of the ESS newsletter. We tried our
best to fill it with interesting articles, and we hope you will like it. We would appreciate
your comments, to encourage us in our task, and to help us to improve.
Next August, the World Shakuhachi Festival will take place in London, and will be a
great opportunity for all shakuhachi community to share our experiences around our
beloved instrument. There are a lot of people working very hard organising the event;
for sure it is going to be worthy and fun. We hope to meet you all there.
We include information on WSF2018, and we are glad to present two events related:
the first Shakuhachi Symposium organised in Europe on the day before the opening of
the festival, and the International Shakuhachi Competition to be held during the
festival.
Being also impressed by the big work done on the WSF website, we are including its
full menu and all its entries.
The whole section opens with the press release done last April. We hope you’ll find it
useful.
In this number, we also start a new section, “The maker’s corner”. From now on, we
would try giving place to shakuhachi making, and we invite you to send us your
articles, interviews, pictures, tips, or anything related to the making experience.
We want to thank the people who collaborated in this number, and again we ask your
help for the newsletter to be your shakuhachi magazine.
With our best wishes,
The editors:
Véronique Piron and Jose Vargas-Zuñiga
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Dear shakuhachi enthusiasts
Right now is a very exciting shakuhachi time!
It is the short time left before the first World Shakuhachi Festival is taking place in
Europe! Yes, less than 2 months!
The aim of the World Shakuhachi Festival is first and foremost to gather amateurs
(beginners as well as advanced players and all levels in between) and professional
players to spend time together, share and learn about the shakuhachi from each other.

Of course the professionals will play at the concerts, show their wonderful art and
teach at workshops. However, outside workshops and concerts - we will all be
together equals: as shakuhachi aficionados. And there will be plenty of time to hang
out together.
The World Shakuhachi Festival started - as most of us know - in Bisei, Japan in 1994. It
was initiated by Yokoyama Katsuya, whose vision for a kind and unified shakuhachi
world we are following at the best we can.
The World Shakuhachi Festival is thus not a place to profile someone in particular but
we do of course highlight certain players.
We will for example have players pushing the boundaries of shakuhachi playing such
as Zac Zinger, Orimo Sabu and Cornelius Boots - and the new generation of top
players such as Kuroda Reison, Kawamura Kizan and Obama Akihito.
We will also have three holders of tradition in their own region: Suto Shuho, Yamada
Fumio representing Kinpū Ryū from Aomori and Iso Genmyo, representing Itchōken
style from Fukuoka. Also coming is Seian Genshin, the new head of Myōanji Temple,
who will represent Myōan Taizan Ha style of playing. Shakuhachi players will have the
opportunity to hear and learn from those regional players directly. Hang out with them
and discuss with them what they think about their role in the shakuhachi world or the
situation concerning the smaller regional shakuhachi traditions.
We also have min'yō or Japanese folk music represented at a WSF for the first time by
professional min'yō players. Shakuhachi player Enomoto Shusui, and shamisen,
singers and taiko players Miyake Ryoji and Shirato Tomoya will - with support from
Yoshie Campbell, David Hughes, Gina Barnes and the SOAS Min'yō Group - introduce
us to and make us experience how the shakuhachi is also a part of a traditional music
genre to which it is possible to dance. I am convinced they will bring us all in high
spirits when they play.
There are several composers, who will have a role in the WSF2018 as well. Verity Lane
is a young British composer, who will compose a new piece for us all to play. Seki
Ichiro, Marty Regan, Henri Algadafe, Véronique Piron, Anne Norman, Elizabeth Brown
and Daniel Ross have composed pieces that will be premiered. Furthermore, the British
composer Frank Denyer, who wrote many groundbreaking pieces for Iwamoto
Yoshikazu will be featured at the festival.
There is no doubt it is the biggest shakuhachi event in Europe and that it will be great
with the line-up of performers. But the most important is that many shakuhachi players
from Europe (and elsewhere) come to participate, share and meet each other. It is such
a rare opportunity. It has - of course - not been possible for us to invite everybody in
the shakuhachi world, who teach or distinguish themselves in a way or another.
Despite this limitation in organisation, we really hope to see you in London and come to
celebrate shakuhachi in Europe.
See you in London!
Best wishes
Kiku Day, Chairperson, ESS
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www.wsf2018.com
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WSF 2018, London
Press Release (12th April 2018)
by Kiku Day and Jim Franklin
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WSF 2018, London

The WSF Website menu
Langages: English, 日本語
Webmaster: Thorsten Knaub
About
About WSF 2018
The first ever WSF in Europe oﬀers an amazing variety of shakuhachi activities and
concerts by top performers from all over the globe!
WSF 2018 London
1. Great solos from the past
shakuhachi honkyoku from various ryûra
2. Golden oldies
shakuhachi and other instruments in traditional ensemble forms
3. New sounds
musical developments from the late Meiji to the 1960s
4. New horizons
shakuhachi in multifaceted contexts from the 1960s to the present
and beyond
5. Shakuhachi - the thing
making, care and styles of the instrument
Ready to go?

Min’yô at WSF 2018

The world of shakuhachi min'yō is coming to London WSF2018
Min’yô at WSF 2018
Aomori, Japan / Shakuhachi in Min’yô / Aomori Minyô Kyôkai /
Nihon Min’yô kyokai / SOAS Min’yô group

WSF history

Bisei 1994, Boulder 1998, Tokyo 2002, New York 2004, Sydney 2008, Kyoto 2012,
London 2018

Shakuhachi

The Japanese bamboo flute
Shakuhachi terms (alphabetic order list)
Everything you never knew you wanted to know about the shakuhachi and
its terminology

Organisers

The main organisers and the team of volunteers to make it all happen
European Shakuhachi Society (ESS), Kokusai Shakuhachi Kenshukan (KSK)

Sponsors
Contact

ESS Announcements
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People
Get to know our amazing group of invited artists - performers, lectures, composers...
From Japan (in alphabetic order)
From other parts of the world (in alphabetic order)

Concerts

Full list of all lunchtime, afternoon and evening concerts

Competition

Hōgaku Journal International Shakuhachi Competition – open to all styles
and to everyone!

Schedule
Symposium schedule

Keynote speeches, paper presentations and a concert to start of the
WSF2018 week

WSF 2018 schedule
Find out what happens during each day in each venue and room at the
WSF2018

Venues
Find out about all the venues, rooms and locations of the WSF2018

Symposium
Starting oﬀ the shakuhachi WSF week in London is the symposium at SOAS
University of London

Visitors
About Goldsmith

Goldsmiths is a world-renowned University situated in south-east London,
specialising in the study of creative, cultural and social subjects

About London

Some information to help you explore and enjoy your visit to London, one of
the worlds' great cities

Accomodation

Some suggestions of hotels & hostels around Goldsmiths to suit diﬀerent budgets

ESS forum

Connect with the shakuhachi community, arrange accommodation, meet-ups or
anything else for WSF2018

Tickets

Here you will find all the details about the tickets for individual concerts, festival passes,
the booking and registration processes

Privacy Policy
Social medias
Facebook
Twitter
Instagram
日本語
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WSF 2018, London

Shakuhachi Symposium SOAS
wsf2018.com/symposium
30 July 2018
University of London
10 Thornhaugh Street, Russell Square
London WC1H OXG
Organisation:
ESS,
SOAS - University of London,
Japan Research Center
tickets: wsf2018.com/tickets

Preliminary Schedule
Panel 1 The common thread running through the history of the shakuhachi
1: Sankyoku magazine and the representation of the shakuhachi as a ritual instrument in
early 20th century Japan (Matt GILLAN)
2: Collaborating on a New Japanese Music: MIYAGI Michio and Shakuhachi Masters
OSHIDA Seifu and NAKAO Tozan (Anne PRESCOTT)
3: Questions regarding the portrait of Roan (IZUMI Takeo)
4: (Re)constructing the Reigaku Shakuhachi: An Instrument without Tradition and a
Tradition without
History (Andrea BIOLAI)

SHIMURA Satoshi Zenpo keynote speech: Is the Shakuhachi evolving?
The soul of the two types of shakuhachi in the contemporary shakuhachi world and the
paths of the four different shakuhachi.

Panel 2 Connecting the history of shakuhachi with the present day
5: Change and interpretation in the lineage of YOKOYAMA Katsuya (Lindsay DUGAN)
6: Shakuhachi Birdsongs: Mimesis and Transnationalism in New Compositions for the
Instrument (Joe BROWNING)
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7: Myōan Temple’s Place in History and its Relationship to Today’s Shakuhachi World
(Christian MAU)
8: Beneficial relationships? Thoughts on the Connections between Shakuhachi Practitioners
and Zen-Buddhism (Ingrid FRITSCH)

Panel 3 The shakuhachi, the instrument and its properties
9: Sounding together: timbral similarities and dissimilarities in common shakuhachi – western
instrument
ensembles (Flora HENDERSON)
10: Acoustical comparison of the shakuhachi with the nōkan (YOSHIKAWA Shigeru)
11: A Sympathetic Resonance: The shakuhachi and live electronic

David HUGHES keynote speech: My personal shakuhachi journey to the world of folk
song (min’yō)

Concert-Presentation (open to the general public)
Christopher Yohmei BLASDEL: Rōgeni-ji and Asahidake: The Waterfall that Inspired a
Honkyoku
David Kansuke II WHEELER: Eight Views of Lake Biwa: Sights and Sounds of the Floating
World
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WSF 2018, London

wsf2018.com/competition
Date:
Venue:
Time:

August 2nd
Council Chamber, Deptford Town Hall Building at Goldsmiths,
University of London
13h00 to 14h30
Award ceremony at 15h00

Application deadline:
Applicants:
Pieces:
Registration fee:

June 30th
anyone, with 10 final participants after selection
2 pieces (1 choosen piece (any style) + 1 required piece)
£35.00, via PayPal

Organiser: Hôgaku Journal, Jp
Judges:
10 players, from Jp, US, Australia and EU
Awards:
1. Place: £300 & a performance slot at the WSF2018 Closing Concert
2. Place: £200
3. Place: £100
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Please, have a try!
Come and join this exciting moment of the WSF!
As a part of WSF2018 London, and in celebration of the shakuhachi and its music
around the world, we are excited to announce the Hōgaku Journal International
Shakuhachi Competition 2018, a music competition to showcase the greatest
growing shakuhachi performers from around the world.
The WSF competitions have always been a great way to draw attention to the wide
range of talents and approaches within the shakuhachi world, as also the popular and
high-class performances presented at, for example, the WSF events in Kyoto 2012,
Sydney 2008 and Tokyo 2002 showed. The WSF2018 in London will endeavour to
honour this tradition and we are looking forward to hear your performances.
This will take place on 2nd of August at Goldsmiths, University of London.
It is opened to - anyone - with no level or age conditions, within any style, including
own original pieces (own creations/compositions).
While applying, you have the opportunity to play and demonstrate your ability. You will
also have the chance to go deeper into the modern Japanese mind by choosing and
interpreting one piece amongst two proposed compositions specially written for this
event by two young Japanese female composers (Maeda Satoko
and Takahashi Kumiko) as a second choice.
Guidelines
Please, notice that this guideline has recently be changed.
The applicant should propose 2 pieces for the competition:
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Cartoon
by Thorsten Knaub
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Interview with Miura Taro
by Jose Vargas-Zuñiga

Miura Taro, lives in Yokkaichi, Mie prefecture, makes shakuhachi, and also
practices Kyudo (Japanese archery) and Tanka poetry.

JV- First, I would like to thank you for
doing this interview in English, I know
this is diﬃcult, and I appreciate it very
much.
How did you started with shakuhachi?
TM- When I was 18 year old, at
Okayama university in the 1964, my
budo (martial art) teacher, from the
Takeuchi ryu school, also played
shakuhachi. He introduced me to the
instrument, and even lent me his
shakuhachi. So, I’ve been playing
shakuhachi for more than 50 years
now.
Years later, I decided my performance skills on the shakuhachi were not adequate
so I decided to focus on shakuhachi making and began learning with Syunzan
Onishi in Osaka. He was a maker and a player from the Tozan school. I started
from the beginning, cleaning the workshop, sharpening the knives, etc. in the old
style of craftsmanship learning. I think that’s important. Cleaning the space
cleans oneself, and those preliminary tasks prepare you for the work. Syunzan
sensei was a good player too; he took me to concerts to listen to other
shakuhachi players, and gave me instructions about playing. He also answered
my questions whenever I had doubts. It took me one and a half hours to travel to
his workshop every day and I studied with him for about 3 years.
JV- Do you make your shakuhachi the same way your master did, or do you
make changes and have your own approach?
TM- I made some changes, for instance, when the bamboo is wide, I make the
bore-shape bigger, when the bamboo is narrow, I make it smaller. I tune every
shakuhachi according to the character of the bamboo, especially when making
jinashi shakuhachi.
I began making jinashi about only 12 years ago; for me jiari shakuhachi are the
best instruments, jiari making is the way of getting a perfect instrument. Jinashi
shakuhachi often have some weakness, so I most often try to do jimori (a little ji
added to the bore in some spots).

Maker’s corner
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I try to get a good resonance (hibiki), also a good balance for all the notes, and a
good sound that fills the ambience.
JV- Do you see changes in the shakuhachi world since you started?
TM- Instruments were tuned by tuning fork or pitch pipe in 1970’s. I bought
Stroboconn Model 6T-5 which was produced by Conn Corporation, when I left
Syunzan sensei to start my own “Taro Shakuhachi” in 1976.
This electronic
instrument was big, heavy and highly priced. The bore was visible by X-ray, but now it
is analyzed by X-ray computed tomography scanner.
JV- Finally, is there anything you would like to say to the beginning makers, or
anything you would like to add?
TM- To the people learning shakuhachi making, I would say: Keep on trying!

From my Tanka poetry book ”Harmony With Bamboo”
Page 11.
trying to capture the uniqueness
of this bamboo's sound;
a mere stroke of the file
may lower the quality of tone.
Page 13.
caught between despair and hope:
file in right hand
shakuhachi in left.
Today also.
Page 20.
making a gauge
I probe the essential form of
1 shaku 8 sun shakuhachi.
JV- Thank you very much for your time and kindness.
Taro’s website: www3.plala.or.jp/take8/
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Interview with Gunnar Jinmei Linder
by Yerasimos Dimovasilis

YD- How did your shakuhachi journey begin?
GL- Well it was by chance when I arrived in
Japan as a backpacker in 1985. I’d been
travelling on the Trans-Siberian railway for a
couple of weeks and having arrived in Japan I
met an American person who had started taking
lessons at a Japanese culture center for
foreigners. The teacher there was a student of a
student of Yamaguchi Gorō, a man in his fifties,
and I came in when he was conducting a lesson.
I just fell in love with the sound at that very moment.
His name was Sakai Isao, an interesting guy because he was at that time I think
around 57 or something and he had only studied shakuhachi for 7 years. All the time
from when he was a child he had wanted to study the shakuhachi but he grew up after
the WWII and he had to work and save money and it took him all the way up until he
was 50 before he could start to study the shakuhachi. So he was really motivating and
stimulating and very much into it, and his English was very good which was fortunate
for me at the beginning. He introduced me to a lot of concerts with Yamaguchi Gorō,
because he really loved Yamaguchi Gorō’s playing. I started in July, ’85, just having
arrived in Japan and then in September-October I happened to meet Christopher
Yohmei at a concert and a couple of weeks later he brought me to Yamaguchi Gorō’s
house and introduced me and I started to study with him. This is a very short time and
I didn’t know anything about the shakuhachi when I came, so it was like very good
luck.
YD- Which of the qualities of Yamaguchi Gorō as a person do you think have
influenced you?
GL- There are a lot of things, his kindness was one thing but also at the same time his
sincerity and his hard work. I mean, you could tell that he was very gentle all the time
but you could also tell that he was very strict with himself. But then also his approach
to music, the way he saw the possibilities of change, that change is always an aspect
of music. Of course within the framework of his style, but he was not exclusive in the
sense that everyone has to play exactly the way he did. There’s a lot of things.... that’s
what I come to think of now.
YD- How does Chikumeisha translate into English? How did it come to exist as a
separate Kinko-ryū guild?
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GL- Chikumeisha translates as the Bamboo Union. “Chiku” is the Sino-Japanese
reading of the word for bamboo, with “take” being the Japanese reading. “Mei” is
the reading of a character meaning union and “sha” denotes a character meaning a
society of some kind, a group. So this word, Chikumeisha, was first used in the time
of Yamaguchi Shirō, the father of Yamaguchi Gorō. They had something like an
umbrella organization which was called Chikumeisha or Chikumei, and it was like a
union of all diﬀerent sub-lineages and individual teachers. Nowadays we have
something called the Kinko-ryū Kyōkai, the Kinko-ryū association which
incorporates all the diﬀerent Kinko-ryū sub-lineages. In my understanding, the
Chikumeisha was in a way the same thing as Kinko-ryū Kyōkai is today. But then
there was some kind of diﬀerence of ideas or opinions within this group and
Yamaguchi Shirō said that those who wanted to stay with him would constitute the
Chikumeisha, and then Chikumeisha changed to become another sub-lineage of the
Kinko-ryū. So it was like some storm in a teapot, a little diﬀerence of opinions
among shakuhachi players at the time.
YD- The Kinko-ryū repertoire is very old and emphasis is given on the transmission
from teacher to student. How is this transmission taking place and how has this
changed over time?
GL- Well, in all transmission there is an aspect of change and you can hear that if
you listen to recordings of Yamaguchi Shirō and then listen to the same piece in a
recording by Yamaguchi Gorō. This is father-son, teacher-student relationship and
you can quite easily hear that there is change in this line of transmission. I would
agree with Riley Lee when he calls it Audial Transmission, which I prefer to call it as
well, because it’s mainly transmission by playing. Also in Europe in a lot of folk music
traditions, the student learns the pieces by playing together with his or her teacher.
And the transmission from my experience is basically the same, because all the
lessons were conducted this way. You‘d play once with Yamaguchi Gorō and then
once he would just sing the notation and clap the beats, indicating ornamentations
with his voice and with his fingers. This was regardless of whether it was a honkyoku
or a sankyoku, or a shinkyoku, he would do it exactly the same way. He would only
teach the piece once by this way of singing the notation. Later you could always
bring a piece that you had learned before and you could play it with him, but he
would not sing it again. So the singing, the solfege part of the teaching, that
constituted the actual act of transmission so to speak. But there is always change
and I think Yamaguchi Gorō was not against change. For the first 5, 6, or 7 years or
so he would probably correct me if I did something that was not written in the
notation, but later on, if I played something that was not written or if I played it
diﬀerently, he would stop me and ask: “Did you intend to play that way”? And if I
said “yes” then he would say, “ok, let’s continue to play”. On the other hand, if I said
“No, I did not intend to play it that way ” then he would correct me. So it’s a matter
of awareness of what you do. If you made a deliberate conscious decision to play a
phrase a certain way and you think it sounded good, he wouldn’t say “you’re not
allowed to play that way”. And he also had one saying, that “what sounds good
cannot be bad”. So, there was a possibility of doing things slightly diﬀerently from
what he was doing. I think he would acknowledge that there is always an aspect of
change in any oral, or audial, transmission.
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YD- Has your way of teaching developed in some way comparing with how
Yamaguchi Gorō was teaching?
GL- It has, because I’m not Yamaguchi Gorō. My way of teaching is definitely diﬀerent.
I still think that in many ways the way he was teaching is a very good way of teaching.
I wrote about this in my PhD dissertation, in one chapter on transmission, the process
and what the process of transmission contains. It seems very simple, to sit in front of
your teacher and play, but it’s actually a very complex form of transmission. I’m now
mostly teaching here in Europe, or in the Western world... My experience is that many
students in the West tend to approach music at a meta-level, we want to know before
we do. I was teaching shakuhachi in Japan for more than 10 years, and quite often
people did not really care if they knew or not. For me, too, when I began studying
shakuhachi, it was not a big issue, I was just happy to be able to play with Yamaguchi
Gorō. And then, after having played, I had to do the analysis myself so to speak, only
by using the sound material. As you know, I wrote a book and I’m working on the 2nd
volume of this “Notes on Honkyoku” where I, in great detail, explain every phrase. So I
guess I’m more verbal, more analytical so to speak in my approach and in my way of
teaching, and most often because that’s what is required by those who study with me.
You know, for example in the Kinko notation sometimes something is written and you
don’t play it or you should play something that is not written, and there’s a lot of
auxiliary commentaries and things written in that you won’t have to care about. In
Japan my students normally didn’t ask any questions about that. They did what I told
them to do. Here in Europe sometimes I haven’t been able to proceed until I have
explained every little detail of the notation. It seems to me that many of my students
here in Europe really want to know what is there in order to be able to process the
material. And I think, you know, it’s not a matter of being a good way or a bad way of
teaching. There are just diﬀerent needs I would say, in order to be able to process the
material.
YD- So you had seen there’s a need of the people here in the West and you wrote the
book according to that?
GL- That’s one reason. Actually my first analyses of a piece, of a honkyoku piece, was
“Taki-otoshi no Kyoku”, which I did for a workshop I conducted in Tokyo in 2003.
Partly because it was a weekend workshop, so it was a way to prepare for that
workshop. I wrote fairly detailed explanations of ornamentations, like certain phrases
and patterns, and that analysis also related to my master thesis that I did in Japan,
which was about ornamentations in sankyoku playing. So, it began in Japan with
Japanese students, but there were two reasons to why I wrote the book: I felt people
in the English speaking world felt a need for more detailed explanations, and the other
reason was that I knew there are a lot of people out there who do not have access to a
teacher. To learn the honkyoku just by listening to recordings, without having access
to a teacher where you can see what’s actually happening, is very very diﬃcult. So,
this is another reason for my book; I felt a book would be a media that you could
always go back to and check things up. With the recordings that I did for that book,
with each phrase being numbered in the notation, it is quite easy to find the
explanations of a certain phrase and read what’s happening. It is a sourcebook for
those who do not have access to a teacher on a regular basis, and I think it is also a
help for those who really want to know.
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YD- Can you tell us about the second volume that you are preparing? When do you
estimate that it will be available?
GL- I hope it will be available by the World Shakuhachi Festival in London. I did the
recordings actually a year ago at Helsinki University. I recorded 13 pieces in about
two days... a day and a half even... I have written most of the explanations but I
need to go through them again and then the last thing I need to do is to have my
wife write the scores. I haven’t done that yet because I’m still considering how much
detail to put in the actual scores. The explanations will of course be full of details,
maybe that’s enough. It will include 13 pieces, some of them short, for example
“Kotoji no Kyoku”, “Ashi no Shirabe”, “Banshiki-chō”, “Ikkan-ryū Kokū Kaete”.
These four pieces are a couple of minutes each. “Banshiki-chō” can be used as a
prologue to “Shin no Kyorei”, “Kotoji no Kyoku” can be used as a prologue to
“Kinuta Sugomori”. In these cases I have included both the prologue and the main
piece, but the prologue pieces can also be played as separate pieces. I have
included the three classics as they are called, “Mukaiji Reibo”, “Kokū Reibo”, and
“Shin no Kyorei”, as well as pieces like “Yugure no Kyoku”, “Yoshiya Reibo”, and
“Namima Reibo”. I also did a recording of “Shika no Tōne” including oral
explanations of the phrases. All in all 13 pieces, 4 of them are short, and 9 typically
long Kinko-ryū honkyoku.
YD- Your PhD dissertation Deconstructing Tradition in Japanese Music sheds new
light on the history of the shakuhachi and the important process of transmission and
tradition. How has it been received by the shakuhachi world? Can you tell us about
it?
GL- I think it has been received fairly well. When I started the shakuhachi I read
these legends about the Kyotaku Denki, about the Three Classic Pieces, the story
about Fuke and Kyochiku, and Kyochiku’s teacher Kakushin or Gakushin who went
to China and learned to play the shakuhachi... Beautiful legends, but they are
legends, which have been proven by Japanese scholars. But then again it’s like a
reinvented tradition. To relate to this legendary past has been a way of giving some
kind of authenticity to what you’re doing. For a lot of people it’s still the true story. I
don’t mind that, but I do mind when you claim that something is a historical fact
when we have proof that it is not or that it is likely not to be. There are no records
whatsoever of any connection to Fuke. There are no records about any connection
to China, or to Gakushin who was in China from 1251 to 1254 and supposedly
brought the shakuhachi to Japan. But reading diaries from the time he was in China
or from the time he came back to Japan, there is no record anywhere about the
shakuhachi, or kyotaku or anything related to that. So it seems to be a legend. The
legend was made up probably in the late 18th century in order to give the komusô
some authenticity. For me it was important to know what we can say from historical
documents and where the limit is between what we can say and what we can
believe. I needed to go through all the historical records to get a grasp of this, and I
needed to do it myself. I didn’t want to depend on what Japanese scholars have
said or what any English language scholars have said. I studied basically all the
documents that I felt necessary, most of the historical records, going back in Japan
to the 12th century, going back to the Chinese documents of the 3rd century before
our common time (that is, 300 BC), Chinese classics, and the Confucian Analects.
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I also tried to go through all the central documents that relate to the legend and to
the history of the komusō and the shakuhachi in Japan. And it’s quite obvious, I
mean in the old documents relating to the komusō it even says that first of all you
have to be a bushi, a samurai to become a komusō and one document states that
the komusō should not forget to appear as monks but in their hearts always
remember that they were warriors. One chapter of my disseration is about
transmission, the process of transmission, which was really nice to write as well. It is
available as a digital resource, if anyone is interested in getting it, it’s for free as a pdf.
YD- What about the next book you are writing?
GL- Well, apart from the Honkyoku book, I’m working on a source book on the
sankyoku, the jiuta- sōkyoku. There has not been, to my knowledge, any book
written in English about jiuta-sōkyoku. There’s one book about koto music, with more
of a musicological approach, but what I’m writing is again an outline of the historical
background to the instruments and to the development of this genre, of jiutasōkyoku, and also an extended discussion of the song texts. There is one book in
English, an anthology of song texts written by Tsuge Gen’ichi, who is a Japanese
researcher, a scholar. He’s been working outside of Japan, I had him as a teacher
also at the university in Japan. Tsuge translated a number of song texts into English
for the purpose of teaching but that book doesn’t explain much about the social
context, the background of the songs or of the instruments, of the styles etc. The
purpose of my book project is to write about the social context and also how we, in
our time, can relate to these songs, how we can relate to these songs praising the
emperor or depicting the love life of boat courtesans etc. It’s a very diﬀerent world
compared to ours. The book will include aesthetic aspects of the performance style
and a long discussion of the social context and the position of this music in the Edoperiod society. I want to perceive of jiuta-sōkyoku as a living music culture today.
YD- You have released two albums with the ensemble Wa. Would you like to tell us a
few things about them? What happened to the third album “Kinko Kokin”?
GL- Yes, the album Kinko Kokin is still in the process. I have the recordings but it
didn’t get produced. The Wa production was sponsored by a Japanese translation
company that wanted to support cultural activities. It was supposed to be a ten year
project, but the head of the company lost her job after three years of this project, and
the new leadership stopped sponsoring it. So I got money for recording, because the
recordings were already done for the album Kinko Kokin, but I didn’t get the money
for the actual production. I wanted to include contemporary pieces, shakuhachi solo
honkyoku and also sankyoku in this project, so both of the two produced albums
(Emu and Ginyū) contain a variety of these three styles. For the third album, I wanted
to stress the Kinko style of shakuhachi. The word “kokin” means “old times and
present”, which then makes the title into: “Kinko of old times and Kinko of today”. I
hope to produce this album, and also possibly an album with the title “Takiotoshi”,
for which I also have several renkan recordings with Tanaka Kōmei. I hope to be able
to produce these two CDs in the near future. It’s just a matter of getting the time and
the money to do it.
YD- How has your relationship with the shakuhachi changed compared to the time
when you were still studying it? What has changed and what has remained the
same?
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GL- That’s a diﬃcult question to answer.... I mean when you are studying it you are
trying so many things and trying to get the sound and all the techniques, you’re
working on the details. When you have your own way of playing them so to speak,
you’ll enjoy playing them. Studying is normally a lot of hard work and not always
enjoyable, so I think that’s probably the diﬀerence. What is the same... there is a very
famous saying, which actually comes from the Nō theatre actor, dramaturge and
playwright Zeami Motokiyo: “Never forget the heart of the beginner”, your own heart
as a beginner, the fascination, the passion you have when you first encounter
something. When I first encountered the shakuhachi, the first lessons I had with
Yamaguchi Gorō, these were so... totally life changing events, and I had then a very
passionate feeling about the sound and everything surrounding the shakuhachi. What
I would like to keep is that feeling towards the shakuhachi, towards the music. To
have that feeling when I practice, when I play and when I perform of course.
YD- The long duration of the Kinko-ryū Honkyoku, together with the focus needed to
play the details of the music have a certain eﬀect on each player. How do you
experience that?
GL- I think it really relates to the previous question that I now feel more comfortable
compared to 10- 15 years ago, enjoying the flow of the phrases and all the details and
being more comfortable in the execution, feeling more relaxed. The length of the
pieces... I’ve performed “Sakae-jishi” twice, it is a piece which is more than 60
minutes long... I’ve done if for lessons with students as well, several times, and it’s
fascinating when you play for like say 20 minutes and you realize you have 40 minutes
left to go, but then suddenly you come to the end and you wonder what happened to
time, it just disappeared. It’s the same thing when I teach or practice a piece that’s
20-25 minutes, as the Kinko-ryū honkyoku tend to be, the sense of time is kind of
lost. It feels as if I entered into a diﬀerent time dimension. It’s not in time, it’s
somewhere else so to speak.
YD- What qualities do you think someone develops over time by seriously studying
the Kinko-ryū repertoire?
GL- Patience I would say. It takes a lot of patience to learn it. I also think ...
Yamaguchi Gorō’s approach, was so detached, so... not unemotional, I do not want
to use that word but it’s not a very expressive interpretation, it’s a very dry
interpretation. I try to be very dry, but when I hear comments, especially from
Japanese people, I often hear things like “oh I’ve never heard such an emotional
interpretation of these honkyoku pieces”. So I guess I’m on the dramatic side
compared to my teacher, but I do not attempt to be expressive of a certain emotion. I
think that’s something you can also learn from this music. Another challenge with the
music is the necessity to focus on detail, and yet linger in the moment. To really listen
to the little details of the sound at each moment, to be concentrated on the moment,
this moment. Among the honkyoku, I find the characteristics of the Kinko-ryū pieces
to be their considerable length, the formalized structure that demand a high degree of
detail in execution, they tend to be dry and I find them to be very meditative in
character. Except for “Sōkaku Reibo”, “Shika no Tōne” and a few other pieces, most
of the pieces are abstract, they are not expressive of anything concrete, which give
them this, in my opinion, very strong meditative character.
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YD- As a teacher, what would you like to pass on to your students?
GL- The above. Focus on detail but at the same time the openness for change or for
diﬀerence. That in even this very formalised style there is change, that there has to be
change. I will again refer to Zeami, the great old man of Nō who wrote at that time:
“You always have to relate to the tradition, don’t forget that. Think very deeply about
what your master’s did when you write new pieces”. But he was very much in favour
of writing new dramas. You have to create new ones but you cannot do it at will, so to
speak. The new has to relate to the tradition, to what your teacher said, to what your
teacher did. So, you should put importance on these formalised aspects of honkyoku,
but then invite new things into the tradition. I guess it’s a matter of a slow process
rather than a dramatic one, change does not necessarily mean a revolutionary
change. So maybe these things are the most important: focus on detail and accuracy
but at the same time be open to a diﬀerent approach.
YD- Do you remember any funny incident from a concert?
GL- Funny incidents... well maybe it looks kind of funny when you’ve been sitting
down in Japanese style on the stage and then when you’re going to stand up your
legs are all numb. If you’re not a solo performer but perform with someone and they
just stand up and walk out of the stage and you still sit there because you cannot
stand up (laughs), people in the audience tend to laugh, they realise what’s
happening. Another thing, which is maybe not a funny incident but a very emotional
incident for me, a year or so... maybe two years after Gorō-sensei had passed away, I
was asked to perform at a local concert in the eastern parts of Tokyo with Tanaka
Kōmei, a top student of Yamaguchi Gorō, and the present leader of Chikumeisha. Just
before I was going to get on stage, he introduced the next piece and he said “soon
you will see something unusual on stage, but I ask you, please do not listen with your
eyes, please listen with your ears”. And for me that was very emotional because you
know some people in Japan think that foreigners cannot play Japanese music. They
have this kind of essentialist approach, that you have to be Japanese to really
understand the shakuhachi. So that was a very strong message of saying that not only
Japanese but anyone who is really devoted to it can actually learn to play this
instrument. Yamaguchi Gorō was asked once whether it is possible for foreigners to
learn to play Japanese music and said, “yes, if you don’t see the person, you cannot
tell if he or she is a foreigner or a Japanese just from their playing, if they are at the
same level of playing”. And then he continued, “on the other hand of course, if a
foreigner who is fostered in Western music cannot take oﬀ the overcoat so to speak,
of the music tradition, of course you might be able to hear it when this person plays
shakuhachi. It will maybe sound Western”. But then he added that, “in Japan since
1871 music education in schools has been centered around Western music, so
Japanese people are more accustomed to Western music than to their indigenous
music”. And I mean he really made a good point there, because most Japanese
people do not know much about this music, they are trained in Western music in
school and you know, what’s the diﬀerence? They can play the piano, they can play
the violin and none of them play the shakuhachi or the koto or any other traditional
instrument.. Which is, I think, something very important with Yamaguchi Gorō as a
teacher. He was very open-minded, as several others of the great masters of his
generation were, like Yokoyama Katsuya and many other Kinko-ryū players or
teachers. But then we know there are some other people in Japan who have this
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essentialist view on “you have to be Japanese to really understand”. When I meet this
kind of people in Japan, I tend to talk about the fabulous, very good Japanese
violinists for example, who are trained in Western music culture, how can they play
the violin? It’s very stupid to say that you have to be born in a certain culture in order
to really understand this culture. Of course it can take longer or shorter time but it’s
not a matter of whether it’s possible or not. Maybe it’s a matter of the time you need
to be in contact with that music culture and not only the quantity of time, but also the
quality of time. It’s the same as when you bring up children, it’s not only the time you
are sitting together on a sofa, it’s also a matter of how you use that time and what you
do together and the quality of the time you spend with the children.
YD- Would you like to add something else to end this interview?
GL- I hope everyone will enjoy playing. When you are learning it tends to be, as I
mentioned before, more diﬃcult, it’s hard, it doesn’t sound the way you wanted it to
sound, but it’s a matter of time. It is very hard to listen to yourself when you are
learning, but to record yourself and listen to the recordings is a very important way of
learning. Often it doesn’t sound the way you thought it sounded when you played it,
but it’s a very important aspect of learning to listen to yourself.
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CD Review

CD Asakusa Follies (Clive Bell 2017)
by Mike McInerney

CD by Cusp editions, Manchester
(www.cuspeditions.co.uk)
CUSPEDITIONS 004 140g Vinyl, CD & Download
Mastered and cut by Rashad Becker at D&M Design by
Ecka Mordecia

1.Ultramodern Variety
2. Silk Factories
3. The Red Sash Society
4. Golden Bat Cigarettes
5. Erotic Grotesque
6. The Scarlet Gang
7. Five Story Pagoda
8. Idle Reminiscence

On an initial listen, the second track of this album, Silk
Factories, suggested I might be in for a modern take on
James Newton's 1981 classic of multitracking and
extended flute techniques, Axum. By the time I had
reached the final track, Idle Reminiscence, the impression
had been completely swept away: Asakusa Follies is both
noisier and more radical. Clive Bell's musical excursions
now seem closer in spirit to the electro-acoustic avantgarde, though I believe that all the sounds I heard were
natural, acoustic and instrumental.

Much of the credit for this eﬀect must, I suspect, go to Bell's numerous accomplices in
the process: Rashad Becker, who mastered the album, Grant Showbiz, who recorded it,
and most notably his long-time collaborator Sylvia Hallett, who interspersed the various
examples of acoustic work with quite extreme remixes of the core material. The
utaguchi and other mouthpieces seem to have been deliberately close miked to capture
the extraneous whistles, rattles and breath noises that other wind instrumentalists
might prefer to downplay, allowing Bell to explore a soundworld of beat frequencies,
white noise, multiphonics and other distortions. Of course few of these sounds are alien
to the Kinko-ryu Honkyoku tradition, but Bell takes them further than most.
The album opens and closes with a massively extended echo eﬀect - derived I suspect
in both cases from a single shakuhachi tone - an eﬀect which in its clear sense of
artifice points at that other, post-technological realm of synthesised sounds. The first
echo seems otherwordly, quavering in an uncanny space between real and unreal,
before Bell's instrumental ruminations bring us down to earth. The second grows
inexorably out of the final notes of Idle Reminiscence, until they are eﬀectively
obliterated by it. In between there are four shakuhachi solos, a duo, a trio, duets for the
Hmong Khene and Taiwanese Pi-Saw, and three of Hallett's short remixes. Each of the
eleven tracks takes its title and inspiration from Kawabata's early modernist novel The
Scarlet Gangs of Asakusa (1930).
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None of the noisier sounds predominate in any one track. Instead they arise through
the music, as it were, as a natural extension of Bell's expressive vocabulary. Beautiful
multiphonic sound sheets for instance both close track 4, Golden Bat Cigarettes, and
open Idle Reminiscence (Tr. 11). Bell's technically accomplished flutter-tonguing
permeates the album, but plays a key role in moving forward the musical logic of
Ultramodern Variety (Tr.1), and deepening the impetus of track 2, Silk Factories. His use
of beat frequencies - two paired instruments playing stable pitches sometimes only a
few hertz apart to produce an audible beating sound - which can be exquisite, and
seems ideally suited to the collection of South-east Asian instruments being celebrated
on this album, also occurs a number of times: perhaps most clearly in The Red Sash
Society (track 5), where the two Pi-saws have been panned quite hard left and right to
accentuate the eﬀect.
The ghost of Hon Kyoku is sometimes just below the surface. Track 9, Five Storey
Pagoda, which spends its first four and a half minutes playing long, constantly
nuanced, single tones from the lower register interspersed with high squeaks and
multiphonics before finally hitting a single Ro Kan then descending back to Otsu,
remains reminiscent of a Hi Fu Mi introduction, despite its avant-garde credentials. The
graceful way in which the three shakuhachis in Silk Factories move between Komibuki
breath and the close detunings that give rise to beat frequencies, so that the ear is not
always clear where one begins and the other ends, reflects not only of the technical
vocabulary of the tradition but also its refined aesthetic.
Ultramodern Variety provides a compelling introductory journey through Bell's
challenging landscape, showing oﬀ his accomplished fluttertonguing to maximum
eﬀect. The control is admirable as he varies the speed of the flutter, producing at one
point a sound that seems more mechanical than human (though perhaps a nineteenth
century machine of wood and leather rather than anything contemporary).
There is a strong compositional element running through the album, though the
balance between compositional nous and enhanced sonic vocabulary is best heard in
the four ensemble pieces. Even the Khene duo, The Scarlet Gang (Tr. 8), despite the
narrowness of its tonal and expressive spectrum, shows a quietly attentive sense of
detailing. In Silk Factories, the shakuhachi trio, a single tone twice expands its
tessitura, filling with harmonies, fluttertonguing and trills before collapsing back into
itself. In its third iteration, noises, trills and ghost tones proliferate, before a final
iteration in which fluttering acts as an equal partner to pitch, enhancing the expressive
depth of the individual lines as they interweave.
(Tracks 4 and 5 have been inadvertently swapped on the CD recording, so that track 5,
as played, is evidently track 4 (The Red Sash Society) as labelled on the CD and vice
versa. I have referred to the tracks numbers as they appear on the CD, but applied the
correct titles).
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The ESS Guidelines for Contributors

The aim of the ESS Newsletter is to create a platform for members and nonmembers to further develop an understanding of shakuhachi and place it in
a wider context than just their own individual study and experience. It,
therefore, includes, among others, a diverse range of topics and new ideas,
information, knowledge, materials and reflections on shakuhachi and the
people who shape the musical scene.
As far as is practical, the articles will be translated into some of the main
languages used in the European shakuhachi context. All this is
accomplished by the selfless eﬀort of the authors, translators and editors.
We encourage everyone to send in ideas for articles you would like to write
or topics you would like to read about to the publications oﬃce by email at:
newsletter@shakuhachisociety.eu.
Before each new number, a ‘call for articles’ will be issued and a deadline
for submission set but please feel free to send us your ideas on possible
articles any time you want.
In order to assist the authors in their task and to ensure some consistency,
the following brief guidelines have been drawn up:
1. Please feel free to contact us on the topic you would like to write about
beforehand and keep in mind that the ESS Newsletter does not publish
information on future events (except those organised by the ESS), instead
ESS calendar updates will be sent out periodically. These will aim to include
all upcoming events across Europe.
2. Should you wish for any shakuhachi material to be reviewed in the
newsletter (recordings, books, etc.), please contact us with the particulars
and the editors will get back to you.
3. Article length: the Newsletter includes articles of diﬀerent lengths up to
approximately 2,000 words.
4. Please send your text in a text document (doc, docx, rtf). You can use any
font and format since the text will be adjusted to the Newsletter format.
5. Please use as many multi-media materials as possible including pictures
and external links.
6. Please send the pictures or other multi-media materials separately
(contact the editors if the size of the files makes them diﬃcult to be sent by
e-mail).
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7. Please send your pictures in jpg, png or tiﬀ format with a minimum
resolution of 150 dpi.
8. Please provide acknowledgement/credit for the use of any other author’s
material.
9. Please avoid self-promotion
After submission, the articles will be proofread and edited, if necessary, with
permission of the authors when practically possible. Editors will always try
their best to find agreement with the authors but you should note that
eventually the Editors’ decision will be final. The articles will then be
translated when possible and the issue formatted.
This Newsletter exists thanks to the authors, translators and illustrators who
so generously oﬀer their knowledge, time and energy to provide materials.
Please, be one of them.
ESS publications oﬃce
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The ESS

ESS Membership
The European Shakuhachi Society is a non-profit organisation and a
registered UK charity devoted to the dissemination of the shakuhachi in all its
diﬀerent aspects throughout Europe through a wide variety of events,
publications and other activities.
All board members and helpers work on a volunteer basis and receive no
financial benefit but the Society needs money for organising a range of
events, such as the annual summer schools. This comes from the
membership fees.
Membership of the ESS is open to any person, both players or non-players,
interested in the music of the shakuhachi in all its forms. Since the ESS is not
aﬃliated with any particular school or aesthetic direction, its members
represent a broad cross-section of styles and genres of shakuhachi.
Supporting the ESS through joining is a means of helping maintain a
coordinating resource of the shakuhachi in Europe.
The benefits of membership include access to information about shakuhachi
events and tuition throughout Europe and beyond, as well as discounts at
www.shakuhachi.com and also fee reductions for the annual European
Shakuhachi Summer Schools (discounts that are generally greater than the
cost of the membership fee itself). The annual membership fee is €20.
To join the ESS:
1) Visit the membership page on the ESS website and choose the
membership
subscription which suits you.
2) Please send an email to member@shakuhachisociety.eu or
info@shakuhachisociety.eu, giving your name and contact details, and if you
wish, a little information about your interest in and experience with the
shakuhachi.
3) If you cannot make payment using PayPal, please send an email to
member@shakuhachisociety.eu and we will find a way to help you.

The European Shakuhachi Society is a registered charity. Registered charity no. 1123060.
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The ESS

Ways to get in touch

Homepage
ESS homepage (including event calendar): http://shakuhachisociety.eu
Previous newsletters: http://shakuhachisociety.eu/publications/newsletter/
Email
General enquiries: info@shakuhachisociety.eu
ESS membership: member@shakuhachisociety.eu
ESS newsletter: newsletter@shakuhachisociety.eu
Forum
www.shakuhachiforum.eu
Facebook
European Shakuhachi Society Facebook Group
Twitter
Follow us on twitter @ESS_Events
To announce an event on the Twitter account of the ESS, please send your
message to this email address : twitter@shakuhachiforum.eu

